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This matter came on for hearing before the Oil and Gas Board 
of Review on April 18, 1985 at Fountain Square, Building E, 
Columbus, Ohio, pursuant to a Notice of Appeal filed March 27, 
2 
1985 by the Appellant. The Appeal is taken from Adjudication 
Order No. 85-23, issued by the Chief, Division of Oil and Gas, 
the Appellee, on February 26, 1985 denying twe1 ve applications 
of Berwe11 Energy, Inc. to drill twelve wells on the Biggs lease 
in Butler Township, Knox County, Ohio to the Clinton Sandstone 
formation at a spacing closer than that allowed by spacing rules. 
The case was heard by the testimony and exhibits presented to the 
Board by the Appellant, the Appellee and by Valley Petroleum, 
owner of wells on an adjacent lease. 
ISSUES 
The specific issue in this case is whether the Chief of 
the Division of Oil and Gas reasonably and 1awfu1y denied a 
variance in spacing to Berwe11 Energy for the twelve additional 
wells on the Biggs Lease. 
BACKGROUND 
Berwe11 Energy had completed and was producing wells on the 
Biggs lease when it applied for a variance. The company had the 
choice of requesting a variance or applying for designation of a 
special pool with different spacing. Berwe11 appeared before the 
Techncia1 Advisory Committee (TAC) on November 23, 1984. It was 
the recommendation of that body to the Chief to permit the 
drilling of the 12 wells at a reduced spacing, provided 
additional engineering data were provided. Subsequent meetings 
were held with Division of Oil and Gas personnel. Valley 
Petroleum' management objected to the approval of the variances. 
3 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
Based on the evidence presented and the exhibits, the Board 
makes the following Findings of Fact: 
1. The Chief is correct in concluding that insufficient 
geological or engineering data were submitted in support of 
Berwe11's application. Under Rule 1501:9-1-04 (E) (2), the 
Applicant has the affirmative duty to demonstrate that an 
exception will either protect correlative rights or promote 
conservation. 
Berwe11's consulting petroleum engineer, Mr. Eugene J. Walsh 
stated that he had not made a reservoir engineering study of the 
Biggs lease. Berwe11's president, Mr. John T. K1inkefus agreed 
that Berwe11 did not have information or data regarding the usual 
reservoir parameters needed to make an informed reservoir study. 
Instead, the witnesses indicated a desire to collect such 
information for the additional 12 wells on the lease if the 
variance were granted. 
2. The Applicant still has the opportunity to apply for the 
designation of a special drilling unit on the Biggs lease 
pursuant to Section 1509.25 Ohio Revised Code. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Based on the finding of fact set forth herein and the 
applicable law, the Board finds the Adjudication Order 85-23, 
issued by the Chief, Division of Oil and Gas is reasonable and 
lawful and 
4 
ORDERS, that adjudication order 85-23 be and hereby is 
AFFIRMED. 
This Order effective this /st day of May, 1985. 
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